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1 Introduction
 “-VYZVTLBDL]LY`PUJPKLUJLVMNYHɉ[PPZHUHJ[VM]HUKHSPZT
^OPJO OHZ H KLSL[LYPV\Z LɈLJ[ VU [OL \YIHU LU]PYVUTLU[
)\[MVYV[OLYZL]LY`PUJPKLUJLVMNYHɉ[PPZHUHɉYTH[PVUVM
SPMLPU[OLJP[ `SPRLHÅV^LYHWWLHYPUN[OYV\NOHJYHJRPU[OL
WH]LTLU[(UKVMJV\YZL[OLYLHYLV[OLYZ^ OVVJJ\W`L]LY`
JVUJLP]HISLWVZP[PVUPUIL[^LLU[OLZL[^VL_[YLTLZ.YHɉ[P
[OLUWYV]VRLZKPZHNYLLTLU[;OLX\LZ[PVUILJVTLZ!OV^
ZOV\SK^LOHUKSL[OPZKPZHNYLLTLU[&¹(Kurt Iveson, 2009b: 
29)
Kurt Iveson’s insights are inspiring, as a call to action for 
ÄUKPUNTVYLJVUZ[Y\J[P]L^H`Z[VOHUKSL[OLKPZHNYLLTLU[Z
he mentions, yet there is still much to do in this arena. 
9LJLU[S` JVTWSL[LK YLZLHYJO ^P[OPU [OL ,< .YHɈVS\[PVU
WYVQLJ[OHZZLLU[OH[T\JO^VYRVUHUK[OYV\NONYHɉ[P PU
Europe and other Western contexts still revolves around 
two misleadingly oppositional positions. Typically these 
YLÅLJ[ SVUNZLWHYH[LK HWWYVHJOLZ VM \UZVSPJP[LK ]PZ\HS
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urban practice1 HUK VM LɈVY[Z [VTHUHNL VY JVU[YVS [OVZL
unsolicited activities.2  In this article we refer to non-
HIZVS\[LMYHTLZVMºWYVZVJPHS»HUKºHU[PZVJPHS»KLÄULKI`
.YHɈVS\[PVU;OLZLHYL\ZLKHZIYVHKÄLSKZHJYVZZ
^OPJO KPɈLYLU[ HJ[PVUZ YLZWVUZLZ VY PU[LYWYL[H[PVUZ TH`
take root3, but make no assumptions about legal status or 
absolute value of any intervention. By no means does this 
paper wish to enter into another exchange about for versus 
against, pictures versus words, or other such contesting 
polarity that may come to mind. On the contrary, the text 
ZLLRZ[VL_WSVYLVWWVY[\UP[PLZ[VYLJVNUPaLHUKIL[[LYHɈVYK
multiple centers of value, in terms of debate and strategy but 
also in terms of voices represented in practice and on street. 
;V KH[L LɈVY[Z [V ºOHUKSL» [OL KPZHNYLLTLU[Z TLU[PVULK
by Iveson still often result in actions of attrition between 
extremes of interest, of dissent versus control. Meanwhile, 
those “who occupy every conceivable position in between” 
might not get a look in. What is of interest now is to 
consider how we could hear more from and more about 
the fuller spectrum of those positions, which Iveson alludes 
[V LHJOHZKPɈLYLU[JLU[LYZVM ]HS\L YH[OLY [OHU Q\Z[ [^V
This brings us to explore a more open commons (see for 
example, Bingham-Hall, 2016, 2-4) of value centers among 
]PZ\HS\YIHUWYHJ[PJLZPUJS\KPUNNYHɉ[PZ[YLL[HY[HUK\YIHU
creativity.
;OPZWHWLYPZPUMVYTLKVU[OLVULOHUKI`ÄUKPUNZ^OPJO
Z\YMHJLK[OYV\NOHUKHɈLJ[LK[OLMVJ\ZVM[OL.YHɈVS\[PVU
project - including 90 interviews within the UK, Germany, 
Austria and Spain, plus a ‘state of the art’ review of over 
RL`W\ISPJH[PVUZPU[OLJVU[L_[VMNYHɉ[PHUKZ[YLL[HY[
On the other hand, the insights here draw upon separate 
workshops, desk-research, design-led events, pilot actions, 
and conversations within wider work we have undertaken 
 
0UJS\KPUNHSS\UJVTTPZZPVULKVY\UZVSPJP[LKPUZ[HUJLZVMNYHɉ[P
street art and urban creativity.
2  Including policing and criminal justice processes but also 
T\UPJPWHSNYHɉ[PZ[YH[LNPLZJSLHUPUNZLY]PJLZHUK[OLHJ[PVUZVM
WYVMLZZPVUHSZLY]PJLPUK\Z[YPLZ^OPJOOH]LHYPZLUPU[OPZÄLSK
;OPZPZKPZ[PUJ[S`KPɈLYLU[[VHZZ\TPUN[OLHJ[\HSPTWHJ[ZVM
NYHɉ[PVYVMLɈVY[Z[VJVU[YVSVYMHJPSP[H[LP[HZWYVZVJPHSVYHZ
anti-social.
from Central Saint Martins (University of the Arts London), 
[OYV\NO [OL .YHɉ[P +PHSVN\LZ 5L[^VYR PU]VS]PUN OPNOS`
KP]LYZLJVU[YPI\[VYZJVUJLYULK^P[ONYHɉ[PHUKZ[YLL[HY[4 
The large network of empirical data represented between 
.YHɈVS\[PVU HUK [OL .YHɉ[P +PHSVN\LZ 5L[^VYR LUHISLZ
this article to (a) identify and discuss samples from a wide 
WHSL[[LVM]HS\LZYLSH[PUN[VNYHɉ[PHUKZ[YLL[HY[WYHJ[PJLZ
and (b) consider future tools to better accommodate multiple 
centers of value and understandings of success.
The engagements mentioned above repeatedly point us 
to conundrums about voices represented and resources 
invested in shared (public and private) urban contexts. 
;PTLHUKHNHPU^LOLHY[OH[[HJRSPUNNYHɉ[PPZHUL_WLUZP]L
activity, yet there appears little clarity or agreement over 
who it serves exactly. Whilst city authorities, managers of 
built environments and transport providers around Europe 
are under pressure to deliver more for less, most policies 
HYV\UK ,\YVWL Z[PSS WVZP[PVU NYHɉ[P VY \UJVTTPZZPVULK
(including unsanctioned) visual practices, as indisputably 
worthy of prevention, removal, punishment, or a combination 
of these ‘measures’ (responses). Through law, policy or 
street management such visual practices continue to 
be framed and responded-to as intrinsically anti-social, 
irrespective of the context or communities implicated. These 
blanket understandings of value mean that responses are 
forced to incur great cost in street management, policing, 
‘reparations’, legal cases and more. However, as most Street 
Art & Urban Creativity readers will know well, these same 
visual urban practices are also referred to as part of the 
fastest growing or largest worldwide art movement of our 
[PTLLN,SPHZHUK.OHQHY"2\[[ULY"5HZ[HZPQL]PJ
UK"2VZ[V] UK":[YLL[(Y[7HYPZ UK HUKHYL [HRLUHZ
a boost to cultural capacities and social opportunities. For 
L_HTWSLVUL<2HY[PZ[PU[LY]PL^LLMVY[OL.YHɉ[P+PHSVN\LZ
project suggested, “street art is the only real art movement 
since at least the 1990s” (GDNUK1, 2016). In parallel, major 
 
.YHɉ[P+PHSVN\LZPZHKLZPNUSLKYLZLHYJOHUKHJ[PVUUL[^VYR"
a safe space for diverse actors to come together to exchange, 
JVU[LZ[HUKJVSSHIVYH[L;OVZLPU]VS]LKPUJS\KLNYHɉ[P^YP[LYZ
policing professionals, creative practitioners, authority and 
government representatives, activists, urbanists, residents, land 
and transport managers, academics, street artists, community 
champions and more - each as experts of their own experience. 
^^ ^NYHɉ[PKPHSVN\LZJVT
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international galleries and dealers promote practices they 
refer to as street art (e.g. Tate, 2008, Christies, 2016) and 
NYHɉ[P LN :LYWLU[PUL 4HYJO  HUK ZPUJL  [OL
Google Street Art project has run as one of its worldwide 
online initiatives to “make the world’s culture accessible to 
anyone, anywhere” (Google Cultural Institute, 2015). Such 
WVW\SHYPaH[PVUZ PUKPJH[L ZPNUPÄJHU[ JOHUNLZ PU H[[P[\KLZ
[VNYHɉ[P HUKZ[YLL[HY[( MHYIYVHKLY ZWLJ[Y\TOHZILLU
emerging, which hosts multiple and diverse centers of value. 
However, most legal frameworks and strategies for action 
relating to uncommissioned artworks (permitted or not) still 
do not acknowledge these shifts. To follow, we identify some 
of the centers in this widening spectrum, each as part of a 
JVTTVUZ^OLYLKPɈLYLU[WVZP[PVUZHYLHJ[PVULKHUKOLHYK
TVYLLX\P[HIS `
Globally, this article seeks to demonstrate the pressing 
need for some redesign in the landscapes and systems 
of sharing value, and ponders how we can bring more 
diverse voices into open and safe exchange. We look to 
opportunities that would allow us to be more intentional in 
L_WVZPUN V\YZLS]LZ [V ]PL^Z KPɈLYLU[ MYVT V\Y V^U HUK
that could open up new ways to see, to respond to, and to 
LUNHNL^P[O \UJVTTPZZPVULKNYHɉ[P Z[YLL[ HY[ HUK\YIHU
creative practices. In order to do this, we will in the next 
section, 2, discuss the terms of centers and peripheries of 
value, building on theories from design, urban geography, 
audience studies, literary analysis and social and cultural 
HU[OYVWVSVN ` PU [LYTZVM NYHɉ[P YLSH[LKWYHJ[PJLZ>L^PSS
explain and explore the frames of ‘anti-social’ and ‘pro-
social’ that many actors of urban environments still apply to 
uncommissioned visual urban practices. We will highlight the 
problematic nature of these two frames as they work within 
a hierarchy. The empirical data will illustrate that peers and 
professional groups working through these frames tend not 
[VLUNHNL^P[OTHU`V[OLYZ^OVZ\WWVY[KPɈLYLU[]HS\LZ
In section 3, we will discuss the notion of a commons of 
value centers. To illustrate something of the breadth of this 
commons, we will map out examples from the spectrum of 
]HS\LZ HZZVJPH[LK^P[O NYHɉ[PYLSH[LK WYHJ[PJLZ HUK JOHY[
the indicators for how each might understand ‘success’. 
This will also highlight opportunities for capturing or 
embracing multiple and diverse value centers and indicators 
of ‘better’. We argue that it is useful to experiment and 
evolve innovations (as in workable new ideas) to facilitate 
NYLH[LYPU]VS]LTLU[VMWLVWSL^ P[OKPɈLYPUN]PL^ZPUIV[O[OL
thinking and the hearing of feedback, the strategy forming 
HUK [OL WYHJ[PJL VM NYHɉ[P Z[YLL[ HY[ HUK \YIHU JYLH[P]P[ `
Hence, we will look at present examples of ‘merged models’ 
that incorporate mixed activities with diverse value centers 
resulting from the wider commons. Finally, we will propose 
a small number of extant opportunities to prototype new 
JVTTVUHUKHJJLZZPISL^H`Z [VKPZJLYUKPɈLYLU[ JLU[LYZ
and peripheries of value. In other words, who is being served, 
who is not, and what can we do about it?
2 Centers (and Peripheries) of Value
It would be possible to discuss centers of value in terms of 
WO`ZPJHSHUKNLVNYHWOPJHSS`SVJH[LKUVKLZVɈLYPUNT\S[PWSL
ILULÄ[ZMVYW\ISPJZ5 - in the sense that Tuan posits “to attend 
[spaces or places] even momentarily is to acknowledge 
their reality and value” (1977: 18), or as Warpole discusses 
libraries (2013: 55) as centers of individual and family value. 
In these cases, the place (designed or made construct) acts 
HZ[OLJLU[LYP[ZLSM,X\HSS`VULJV\SKKPZJ\ZZHNP]LUºWPLJL»
VM Z[YLL[ HY[ \YIHU JYLH[P]P[ ` NYHɉ[P L[J HZ [OL WO`ZPJHS
center around which selected publics may form or ‘attend’ in 
person, or digitally. However, our focus here is rather on the 
individuals and interest-linked publics as the hosts of values 
who in turn ascribe priorities and interpretations to any given 
context or activity. 
Adam Cooper (2014) Creative Industries representative 
from the Greater London Authority, has asserted that 
\UKLYZ[HUKPUN[OL]HS\LVMNYHɉ[PHUKZ[YLL[HY[ SPLZH[ [OL
heart of understanding the nature of the contribution of 
NYHɉ[PHUKZ[YLL[HY[ PU[OLJP[ `*VVWLYYLÅLJ[ZHºJYLH[P]L
cities’ perspective that connects urban culture and creativity, 
economy and city branding with the notion of a successful 
city. Coming from the perspective of a regional government 
representative, Cooper hints at a need now for legal structures 
[VTV]LIL`VUK[OLUV[PVU[OH[SLNHSLX\HSZILH\[PM\S]LYZ\Z
PSSLNHSLX\HSZKLNYHKH[PVUHZZ\TW[PVUZYLWYLZLU[LK[OYV\NO
 
5 In using the term ‘publics’ we refer to Dewey (1927), who 
believed the term ‘public’ to be misleading, since it is never a 
ZPUNSLNYV\WI\[PUZ[LHKYLÅLJ[ZHWS\YHSMVYT^OLYLT\S[PWSL
publics emerge around common issue(s) of concern or interest.
the ‘anti-social’ associations (see also Young, 2014, 2013 
and Shaftoe, 2011)6 to more openly discuss and assess the 
KP]LYZP[`VM]HS\LZSPURLK[VNYHɉ[PHUKZ[YLL[HY[
In his work within the city of Sydney, urban geographer 
*HTLYVU 4J(\SPɈL  KPZ[PUN\PZOLZ ZVTL VM [OL
YLNPTLZ VM ]HS\L PU [OL JVU[L_[ VM Z[YLL[ HY[ HUK NYHɉ[P
These include: aesthetic, economic, subcultural, gender, 
ZVJPVZWH[PHS YLN\SH[VY ` JVTTVKPÄJH[PVU [LTWVYHS
advertising and planning. Added to these, others uncovered 
K\YPUN [OL.YHɈVS\[PVU YLZLHYJO7 include frames of law, of 
‘mainstream culture’, local-interest (geographic proximity), 
environmental, health, wellbeing, social media, mass media, 
peer status or peer identities, public consent, political drivers, 
development or transport agendas, and more. If each person 
who makes, responds to or reacts against an instance of 
NYHɉ[PVYZ[YLL[HY[OVSKZKPɈLYLU[JS\Z[LYZVM[OLZLYLNPTLZ
or frames closer to the center and others more peripherally, 
then we need ways to be able to consider and understand 
[OLTPUJVTWHYHISL^H`ZVYH[SLHZ[VUHTVYLSL]LSÄLSK
Our interview respondents and workshop contributors 
YLWLH[LKS`IYPUN\ZIHJR[V[OL\UKLYZ[HUKPUN[OH[KPɈLYLU[
centers are also bound to the vehicles or formats used to 
indicate perceived successes or value. For example at 
present, local and government-authorities predominantly 
OH]L[OLJHWHJP[`[VOLHYNYHɉ[PJVTWSHPU[Z[OYV\NOZWLJPÄJ
feedback systems but few are able to capture positive 
responses, or new ideas in comparable ways. Meanwhile, 
JVTT\UP[PLZ^OVHYLHJ[P]LHIV\[NYHɉ[PVUZVJPHSTLKPH
readily share tweets, posts and comments and street art 
exhibition reports, discuss footfall and audience diversity 
MYLX\LU[S`HZPUKPJH[VYZVMZ\JJLZZ
What is clear is that the understanding of value is highly 
dependent on who is being served (cared for, communicated 
^P[O VY ZH[PZÄLK HUK ^OV PZ UV[ ( [YHUZWVY[ JVTWHU`
YLWVY[PUN [OH[ HSS [OLPY J\Z[VTLYZ HUK HɈLJ[LKW\ISPJZ HYL
being served by maintaining a zero-tolerance approach is 
UV[ ZV KPɈLYLU[ [V H Z[YLL[ HY[PZ[ VY ]HUKHS VWLUS` Z[H[PUN
that they are simply not so interested in serving multiple 
.YHɈVS\[PVUPU[LY]PL^ZHSZVYL]LHSLK[OH[Z\JOVWWVZP[PVUHYLZ[PSS
commonly assumed.
7 Through literature review, semi-structured interviews and 
workshops.
publics through their actions and focusing on those included 
through their particular practice as peers. The measures 
\ZLK[VºZLY]L»PUYLSH[PVU[VNYHɉ[PHYLVMJV\YZLKPɈLYLU[I\[
ULP[OLY[Y\S`YLÅLJ[ZHUHTIP[PVU[VPUJS\KLHSSW\ISPJZPU[OLPY
actions. The transport operator may hold the appearance of 
JSLHUSPULZZULHY[OLOLHY[VM[OLPY]HS\LZ^OPSZ[[OLNYHɉ[PZ[Z
and even some transport passengers bring other values 
nearer to the center. 
>OLU HJ[VYZ ^P[O H K\[` VM YLZWVUZPIPSP[` [V^HYKZ NYHɉ[P
WYL]LU[PVU ^VYR WYPTHYPS` VU [OL IHZPZ [OH[  ºNYHɉ[P»
ºNYHɉ[P]HUKHSPZT»HUKºHU[PZVJPHSILOH]PVY»HYLZ`UVU`TZ
.YHɈVS\[PVU[OPZHɈLJ[ZKLJPZPVUZHIV\[^OVZOV\SK
be served (those who lodge complaints or concerns) and 
how (through reporting devices designed to prioritize 
those voices). However, as Iveson (2009b) indicates, the 
assumption that any who perform uncommissioned painting 
activities are distinctly “unsocial”, irrespective of what is 
painted, while others are somehow more social beings and 
more deserving to be seen or heard, is problematic. Further, 
when the service of property ownership as a reigning value 
center is threatened, paint can be construed as criminal 
damage, described as the devaluation or defacement of 
public or private property without the owner’s permission 
.YHɈVS\[PVU/LUY`:OHM[VLHUKYLTPUKZ
us that statutory assessments of what constitute this 
defacement, or devaluation, revolve around property-rights 
and permissions as the only centers of value which can be 
heard, legally speaking. Bengtsen and Arvidsson (2014) 
HZZLY[ [OH[ SH^ HɈVYKZ Ä_LK H[[YPI\[PVUZ VM ZWHJL [OYV\NO
property rights. However, they make the point that this is 
KPɈLYLU[ [V ZWH[PHS Q\Z[PJL ^OPJO JHU VUS` IL HJOPL]LK
where oscillations are permitted over what might be valued 
or devalued. To them, the processes of “place-taking and 
withdrawal” between legal rights, involvements and informal 
actions in space are central to spatial justice (2014: 127). 
Appadurai (2013: 15)8 HUK 4J(\SPɈL  HSZV JVUJ\Y
that understanding value is a process, not intrinsic to an 
object, such as paint or a wall, but it is understood between 
particular cultures, as a localized system of meanings. 
Similarly, Simmel (2011 and originally 1907)9KLÄULZ]HS\LHZ
 
8 First published in 1986.
 -PYZ[W\ISPZOLKPU HUKÄYZ[,UNSPZOW\ISPJH[PVU^HZPU 
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judgments made about objects as subjects (see Appadurai, 
2013: 3-4). This means that the value of a mark on a wall or 
a bridge is located outside its material existence and within 
the contexts of value such as emotional, social, aesthetic, 
or cultural characteristics. Such arguments relate to the 
discussions in audience studies, where a text’s meaning 
PUJS\KPUN PUZ[HUJLZVM NYHɉ[P HUK Z[YLL[ HY[ PZ ]LY`T\JO
linked to the reader (audience), which cannot be separated 
MYVT [OL JVU[L_[ 0U YLWVY[PUN VU [OL ÄLSK VM [L_[Z :`ZVU
(1998) also tells us that “Australian literary culture used to 
OH]L [OYLL]P[HSJLU[LYZVM]HS\L! [OLHJHKLT`" [OL SP[LYHY`
^YP[LYZ WLYMVYTLYZ HUK YL]PL^LYZ" HUK [OL W\ISPZOPUN
industry. They formed a network of relations and tensions that 
ILULÄ[LK(\Z[YHSPHU^YP[PUN;VKH`^LOH]LI\[VULJLU[YL!
publishing” (270). If Syson’s observations in literary culture 
HYL THWWLK [V [OL YLHSTZ VM NYHɉ[P HUK \YIHU JYLH[P]P[ `
perhaps the value center of law and regulation positions 
itself to remain as the only vital center around which the rest 
are edged towards the periphery, and out of consideration. 
However, Frow (2001: 301) contends, in line with Syson, 
that every act of reading and every act of ascribing value is 
ZWLJPÄJ[V[OLWHY[PJ\SHYYLNPTLVYPU[OPZJHZLJLU[LY[OH[
hosts it. This means each reader may center on those values 
that s/he feels closest to but must acknowledge and be 
YLHK`[VLUNHNL^P[OKPɈLYLU[L_WLYPLUJLZVMV[OLYYLHKLYZ
Designers have for some time worked to develop diverse 
methods to understand or capture centers and peripheries 
of value in both commercial and societal contexts. For 
example, Leurs and Rezaei (2013) use the Social Innovation 
Value Canvas (Fig. 1) as a visually useful way to consider a 
design proposal in relation to values that lay more centrally 
HUK ^OPJO HYLTVYLTHYNPUHS ;OL ÄN\YL ZOV^U NP]LZ HU
interpretation whereby commercial value lies at the center. 
This is institutionally informed by economic and operational 
values and uses a hierarchy of frames to understand impact 
\WVUV[OLYZ^OLYLZVJPHS]HS\LÄYZ[MVSSV^LKI`LTV[PVUHS
and wider societal value. In other cases however, individual 
or collective (organizational) readers could bring their own 
hierarchies of which values to pull closest to them. At the 
WLYPWOLYPLZSPLKPɈLYLU[[HRLZVU^OH[PZWLYOHWZSLZZZVJPHS
VYL]LUHU[PZVJPHSMVYKPɈLYLU[ºYLHKLYZ»
:LWHYH[LS ` KLZPNULYZ ^VYRPUN VU [OL .YHɉ[P +PHSVN\LZ
Network, Extending Empathy project and the European 
Fig 1. Leurs & Rezaei - Social Innovation Value Canvas
.YHɈVS\[PVU WYVQLJ[ YLJLU[S` MHJPSP[H[LK H /\THU .YHɉ[P
library workshop, which involves an interactive experience 
that engages two people as ‘living books’ (that came from 
a wide range of backgrounds such as public administrators, 
curators, policy makers, security consultants, as well as 
[OVZL^OVPKLU[PÄLKHZº]HUKHSZ»HUKºYLHKLYZ»/LYLSP]PUN
books could be taken out for one-to-one exchanges about 
WLYZVUHSS`OLSKL_WLYPLUJLZHUK]HS\LZPUYLSH[PVU[VNYHɉ[P
and street art.  The organizers were surprised by the level 
of positive feedback from the event, as a designed ‘device’ 
(Ehn, 2008), which sought to enable diverse centers of value 
to cross paths, as participants compared and heard from 
V[OLYZPU[OL[LYYHPUVMNYHɉ[PZ[YLL[HY[HUK\YIHUJYLH[P]P[ `
Whilst attempts to discuss how we frame artistic perspectives 
in relation to legal, commercial or even citizen views may be 
unpopular with some10, we observe that incomparable ways 
of sharing (i.e. indicating) values between diverse centers 
are part of what hinder new possibilities for many forms of 
urban creativity. Those who place The Art of these practices 
H[[OLJLU[LYHYLMYLX\LU[S`L_WLY[H[JVTT\UPJH[PUNJ\S[\YHS
value among cultural consumers but will show little interest 
in evidencing the value of what they do to a crime prevention 
community, to give one example. It is as if many peer- or 
professional groups still feel compelled to calibrate their 
YLSH[PVUZOPW [V NYHɉ[P [V LP[OLY ºWYVZVJPHS» VY ºHU[PZVJPHS»
frames, and to open out discussion to other ideas or action is 
somehow problematic. Ultimately, this restricts opportunities 
MVYL_PZ[PUNHUKUL^W\ISPJZ[VILULÄ[[VLUNHNLVYL]LU[V
simply leave space for these practices. 
To follow we discuss the anti-social and pro-social frames a 
little further. These are not just about the activity but also the 
motivations and priorities of those involved. For example, 
the  interventions facilitated during the 2016 Manchester 
Cities of Hope11 as collaborations between charities and 
street artists are pro-socially centered not because of the 
 
+\YPUN.YHɉ[P+PHSVN\LZ^VYRZOVWZY\UPU3VUKVUHUK
Barcelona, land managers, artists, crime prevention professionals, 
academics and designers have all variously expressed some level 
of disdain at the thought of subjecting their own actions to the 
perspectives of others.
 
11  See http://citiesofhope.global
impact of the paintings created but because of their focus 
primarily to promote pro-social ends. In contrast, an anti-
NYHɉ[PJVH[PUNWHPU[LKVUHUOPZ[VYPJI\PSKPUNPZHU[PZVJPHSS`
JLU[LYLKUV[ILJH\ZLVM[OLYPNO[ZVY^YVUNZVMHU[PNYHɉ[P
coatings but because the focus is on intervening in the 
‘anti-social’ rather than in the ‘pro-social’ frame. One frame 
is typically about mitigating something that exists and the 
other is about promoting something new.
2.1  Anti-Social Centers
In discussing anti-social centers of value, we are referring 
typically to strategy and policy, and action-linked values 
that presume most instances of uncommissioned visual 
urban practice to be ‘anti-social’ by default. In this context, 
the indicators of success or failure of an action are most 
UVYTHSS`JLU[LYLKVUSLNHSYLX\PYLTLU[ZYLSH[LK[VWYVWLY[`
HUKWVSP[PJHSWYLZZ\YLZ;OLSLNHSJVU[L_[YLJVNUPaLZNYHɉ[P
OH]PUNLP[OLYULNH[P]LVYUV]HS\L4J(\SPɈL"0]LZVU
2009b). Unsurprisingly, this stance is mainly seen among 
national and local municipalities, policing, law enforcement, 
transport operators and property managers.
The still-debated foundations of the zero tolerance approach 
go back to Kelling and Wilson’s (1982) much contested 
broken windows theory, which argues that urban disorder 
and vandalism, if not eradicated instantly, will lead to 
HKKP[PVUHSJYPTLHUKHU[PZVJPHSILOH]PVY;O\ZNYHɉ[P^ YP[PUN
PZ KLÄULK HZ HU HU[PZVJPHS ILOH]PVY ZLLU HZ HU HJ[P]P[`
that may link to further criminal activity and is associated 
with raising feelings of insecurity (Keizer, Lindenberg and 
:[LN  -YVT [OPZ WLYZWLJ[P]L NYHɉ[P PZ KLZJYPILK
as an infectious disease that spreads like an outbreak 
and causes major changes in a society (Gladwell, 2002). 
.YHɉ[PPZHSZVZLLUHZHZPNUHSVMHJHYLSLZZHUKPUKPɈLYLU[
ZVJPL[`:[HɈVYKHUK7L[[LYZVU(Z*YLZZ^LSS  
Z\NNLZ[ZMYVT[OPZaLYV[VSLYHUJLWLYZWLJ[P]LNYHɉ[PKVLZ
not have a place in the fabric of the city. Through the years 
[OLZLHYN\TLU[ZJHTL[VPUÅ\LUJLHUKKLÄULW\ISPJWVSPJ `
Within Europe, when local and national laws are examined 
P[ILJVTLZJSLHY [OH[NYHɉ[P PZKLZJYPILKHZHUHU[PZVJPHS
activity, as vandalism and criminal damage to property. One 
.YHɈVS\[PVUPU[LY]PL^LL6<2L_WSHPUZ!
0ZWLHRHIV\[NYHɉ[PMYVTH]LY`WHYVJOPHSWLYZWLJ[P]L[OH[
PZ MYVT H [YHUZWVY[ H\[OVYP[`»Z WLYZWLJ[P]L  -VY \Z NYHɉ[P
PZ JYPTPUHS KHTHNL  0[»Z \UH\[OVYPaLK ZWYH`PUN WHPU[PUN
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ZJYH[JOPUN L[JOPUN VM HU` Z\YMHJL ^OLYL [OH[ ZWYH`PUN
WHPU[PUNZJYH[JOPUNVYL[JOPUNZOV\SKU»[IL
(WWYVHJOLZ SPRL [OL VUL L_WYLZZLK PU [OL HIV]L X\V[L
(especially focusing on criminal damage) exemplify value 
judgments principally based on permission and property 
V^ULYZOPW KPZJ\ZZLK M\Y[OLY I` @V\UN " :OHM[VL
2011). Whilst the ambition may be to reduce what people 
want less of, the zero tolerance and broken windows 
discourses of anti-social centers may in fact enhance moral 
panic (social or political). For example, actions such as the 
restriction or removal of legal walls12HYLQ\Z[PÄLKI `I\[JHU
also boost fears about the possibility of spillage (‘spread’) 
VM[HNZ[VUVUWLYTP[[LKHYLHZ0]LZVU I!I"
4J(\SPɈL  /V^L]LY JOHUNLZ OH]L ILLU Z\YMHJPUN
among criminologists, urbanists and some municipalities 
HIV\[W\ISPJVWPUPVU[VJYPTLZ PUJS\KPUNNYHɉ[P]HUKHSPZT
and whether and how to deal with them (Weisburd, 2016, 
@V\UN"0]LZVU H I"/HSZL `"/HSZL`HUK
Young, 2002). Impact as experienced in-context (rather than 
in relation to law, for example) has become more important in 
criminology and in designing policy and strategy, in response 
to criminal and anti-social events (Weisburd, 2016). Yet, the 
JOHUNPUNHWWYVHJOLZHUKWLYZWLJ[P]LZ PKLU[PÄLKJVU[PU\L
to occur predominantly in silos, separated by discipline but 
also by value centers. For example, the research conducted 
K\YPUN [OL .YHɉ[P +PHSVN\LZ HUK [OL .YHɈVS\[PVU WYVQLJ[Z
PUJS\KLK JVU]LYZH[PVUZ ^P[O ZVTL WVSPJL VɉJLYZ ^OV
were frustrated that the law and the criminal justice system 
were not keeping up to date with the changing mood of 
communities and some regional authorities.
2.2  Pro-Social Centers
The discussions in this section refer to the values that center 
primarily on the promotion or addition of social factors, more 
than the removal of something which a given actor or group 
TH`JVUZPKLYHU[PZVJPHS0[HJRUV^SLKNLZNYHɉ[PHUKZ[YLL[
art’s potential as (a) an environmental, cultural or economic 
asset, (b) a device for social engagement and material 
contributions in public spaces and (c) a visual form of voice 
among many voices expressed in democratic society. Such 
factors can be linked in part to the political, industry and 
academic discourses around ‘localism’ (DCLG, 2011), 
 
3LNHSS`WLYTP[[LKNYHɉ[PHUKZ[YLL[HY[^HSSZ
people-centered planning (TCPA, 2015) and ‘creative cities’ 
LN /L^PZVU " +*4: " 3HUKY` HUK )PHUJOPUP
1995). It is against this context we observe the rising 
emergence of pro-social art programs, mural projects, self-
organized community activities, urban festivals and social 
WYVQLJ[Z LUJHWZ\SH[PUN NYHɉ[P HUK Z[YLL[ HY[ MVY H ]HYPL[`
of reasons such as education, commerce, rehabilitation, 
social innovation, community cohesion, and community 
regeneration (such as the Signal Project in the UK). 
Within the arts-led regeneration in urban environments we 
observe street art’s capacity to enhance urban social life 
and living spaces. Here the indicators of success are street 
safety, activity support and enhancement of the design or 
look of urban spaces. For instance, examples from the UK 
and Australia (Leake Street in London or May Lane Project 
in Sydney) illustrate how, with the use of street art and 
collaboration of various actors, dysfunctional spaces can be 
turned into functional and safe public spaces, where various 
members of the communities can enjoy spending time in 
or using them as part of their communal route. These may 
also refer to emotional value attached to a space as well 
as socio-spatial value where there is an increase in social 
PU[LYHJ[PVU ))* 5L^Z " ;VV[O " (\Z[PU "
Iveson, 2010a).13 
 
:VTL Z[YLL[ HY[ HUK NYHɉ[P SLNHS HUK PSSLNHS PU ZVTL
instances) have been recognized as an economic asset, 
having a commercial value, being used as part of a city’s 
image and place branding14, increasing touristic, artistic and 
everyday appeal. For example, it may increase footfall (bring 
tourists to these areas as well as becoming hotspots for 
residences), increase property values and increase business 
MVY [YHKLYZ ))* 5,>: " @V\UN " >H[[Z HUK
-LLUL `")YPZ[VS*P[`*V\UJPS"3LHJOHUK)HRLY
2010). Within the UK London (Leake Street and Shoreditch) 
as well as Bristol (Stokes Croft) examples reveal that street 
HY[ HUK NYHɉ[P H[[YHJ[ [V\YPZ[Z >H[[Z HUK -LLUL ` "
3LHJOHUK)HRLY0UYLSH[PVU[V[OLZLPUKPJH[VYZNYHɉ[P
VYZ[YLL[HY[PZ[ZILJVTL]HS\HISLWSH`LYZPU[OLNLU[YPÄJH[PVU
of urban spaces (Young, 2014), in the branding of cities, 
 
:LL.YHɈVS\[PVUH
14  Place branding as discussed by Vitiello and Willcocks, 2006
as well as in reducing insecurity and fear of crime in public 
spaces (Gamman and Willcocks, 2009).15
;OLYL PZ HSZV H ]PL^ VM Z[YLL[ HY[ HUK NYHɉ[P HSSV^PUN [OL
JYLH[PVUHUKL]VS\[PVUVMKLTVJYH[PJZWHJLZ^OLYLKPɈLYLU[
groups within communities can express themselves, as 
ZLLUPU[OL:V\[OIHURHYLHZPU[OL<2:[LWOLUZVU"
Borja and Muxi, 2003). Other indicators of success here 
include emotional value, aesthetic value and subcultural 
value attached to a space. Urbanist Borja and designer 
4\_x  KLZJYPIL OV^ J\S[\YL HUKW\ISPJZ HYL KLÄULK
through the activities and discourses played out in all 
kinds of shared urban contexts, be they public, privately 
managed open areas, or transport contexts. Such spaces, 
[OL` ZH ` ZOV\SK N\HYHU[LL WYVZVJPHS LX\HSP[` [OYV\NO
MVYTZVMHWWYVWYPH[PVUVUILOHSMVMKPɈLYLU[ZVJPHSVYJ\S[\YHS
collectives. However inclusive this may appear, a pro-social 
focus in planning, place management, or even wall provision 
among artists usually comes bound to a hierarchical 
Z[Y\J[\YLZLLHSZV-PN[OH[Ä_LZZVTL]HS\LJLU[LYZHZ
greater and pushes others to the peripheries of the terrain. 
-VYL_HTWSL:[HɈVYKHUK7L[[LYZZVUHYN\L[OH[SLNHS
walls and mural projects create the possibility for the spread 
VM NYHɉ[P [V ^PKLY HYLHZ ^OPJO OVZ[Z VM HU[PZVJPHS ]HS\L
centers want less of. 
3  Towards a Commons of Value Centers
The frames of pro-social and anti-social do not between 
themselves act as umbrellas over all value centers. There 
remain many untapped opportunities to more widely 
acknowledge the multiple and diverse centers at play in 
relation to visual and informal urban practices. This section 
explores the notion of a commons of value centers, which 
brings disparate values into more open dialogue around 
uncommissioned visual urban practices. By this we mean 
a commons where value centers can exchange, co-exist, 
or contest as adversaries in open, visual and generative 
dialogue, rather than as enemies in spatial stalemate. This 
builds upon Bingham-Hall’s (2016) discussion of urban 
commons, to include social and physical space for verbal 
and practice-led discourses. This can be through art, 
through management, cleaning, cultural interventions, and 
more. Figure 2 iterates an exploration of frames of value, 
 
:LL.YHɈVS\[PVUH
HZ\UKLYZ[HUKPUNZHUK YLZWVUZLZ [VNYHɉ[PZ[YLL[HY[HUK
urban creativity, in both strategy and on-street activity. 
Through the commons of value centers, we look towards 
more developed and accessible approaches for sharing, 
indicating and understanding value, beyond simply the 
MYLX\LU[HU[HNVUPZTZ[OH[TH`ILHZZ\TLK-VYL_HTWSL
VUL PU[LY]PL^LL MYVT H <2 HU[PNYHɉ[P PUK\Z[Y` IVK`
describes success through rapid removal: “the policy is 
to clean it, obliterate it, get rid of it as fast as practically 
possible” (PLEUK2, 2014). On the other hand, an architect 
interviewee explains that “… many people in Hackney and 
;V^LY/HTSL[ZHYL^HSRPUNHYV\UKWOV[VNYHWOPUNP[BNYHɉ[PD
HUKRPUKVM[V\YNYV\WZHYLNVPUNHYV\UKSVVRPUNH[KPɈLYLU[
IP[Z VM NYHɉ[P @V\ RPUK VM [OPUR ^LSS P[»Z ILJVTL H¯
something of like a real cultural value” (EUK4, 2014). 
Figure 2.  An exploration of frames of value
Part of the sense in moving beyond the broad frames 
of ‘anti-social’ and ‘pro-social’ is to identify or design 
opportunities to acknowledge wider ranges of value centers 
[OYV\NO ^OPJO WLVWSL HZZLZZ HJ[P]P[PLZ Z\JO HZ NYHɉ[P
and street art. Figure 2 is one iteration of our attempts to 
PSS\Z[YH[LZVTLVM[OPZ]HYPL[`HUKHJ[ZZPTWS`[VYLÅLJ[[OL
recurring tendencies that emerged as we set out to map 
centers of value and related challenges. Relying exclusively 
upon anti-social or pro-social frames for attributing value 
tends to be more hierarchical (illustrated via triangles), more 
expensive (expressed via € symbol) and less adaptable to 
context or situation. Firstly, more hierarchical because given 
value centers trump others by default in these frames. In 
the anti-social frame understandings of success might 
be bound tightly to reductions in anti-social activity, by 
achievement of environmental enforcement targets (e.g. 
CCTV installed) or by prosecution numbers. In pro-social 
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3.2  Merged models
 
CENTERS OF VALUE: 
GRAFFITI; STREET ART 
& URBAN CREATIVITY
Indicators
of success 1
Indicators 
of success 2
Indicators 
of success 3
Regulatory Decrease in legal costs; Increase in convictions
Decrease in instances of illegal 
PDUNPDNLQJFULPH¿JXUHV Decrease in cleaning costs 
Economic &RPPHUFLDOYDOXHLQFUHDVHLQUHYHQXHVKRSVPDUNHWV«
,QFUHDVHLQWRXULVWLFLPDJH
DUWLVWLFDQGHYHU\GD\DSSHDO Increase in footfall
Social ,QFUHDVHGFRPPXQLW\engagement
,QFUHDVHGFRPPXQLW\
involvement; increased 
DFFRXQWDELOLW\DQGWUDQVSDUHQF\
,QFUHDVHRIFRPPXQDORU
social ties
Cultural &LW\LPDJHSODFHEUDQGLQJ Increased attendance records
Aesthetic 'HYHORSPHQWRIQHZVW\OHV (QKDQFHPHQWRIWKHGHVLJQDQGORRNRIXUEDQVSDFHV
Environmental /RFDOTXDOLW\LQGLFDWRUV (QKDQFHPHQWRIWKHGHVLJQDQGORRNRIXUEDQVSDFHV
5HGXFHGSROOXWDQWVIURP
VSUD\SDLQWVRUFOHDQLQJ
FKHPLFDOV
Subcultural ,QFUHDVHLQZDOOVVSDFHV ,QFUHDVHLQSDLQWLQJDFWLYLW\ ,QFUHDVHGDFWLYLW\VXSSRUW
Gender ,QFUHDVHLQJHQGHUHTXDOLW\DQGRSSRUWXQLW\
Health Decrease in GP visits; KHDOWKFDUHFRVWV (PRWLRQDOZHOOEHLQJ
Well-being
,QFUHDVHLQSRVLWLYHHPRWLRQV
VDIHW\FRPIRUWKDSSLQHVV
KHDOWK
,QFUHDVHLQµTXDOLW\RIOLIH¶
Socio-spatial Increased social interaction
&RPPRGL¿FDWLRQ ,QFUHDVHLQFRPPHUFLDOYDOXH,QFUHDVHGSXEOLFLW\
,QFUHDVHLQWKHQXPEHURI
FRPPHUFLDOE\SURGXFWV
Increased attendance 
records
Advertising Uses in commercial advertising 8VHVLQVRFLDOFDPSDLJQV &LW\LPDJHSODFHEUDQGLQJ
Planning Increased regeneration Increased renovation
Arts-led regeneration Increased street safety (QKDQFHPHQWRIWKHGHVLJQDQGORRNRIXUEDQVSDFHV ,QFUHDVHGDFWLYLW\VXSSRUW
Social media ,QFUHDVHGVRFLDOPHGLDIHHGEDFN ,QFUHDVHGIROORZHUV
Mass media Increased mass media coverage
Local-interest 
(geographic proximity)
,QFUHDVHGFRPPXQLW\
engagement ,QFUHDVHLQFRPPXQDOVSDFHV Increased street safety
Public consent 8QSURPSWHGSXEOLFRUVHUYLFHXVHUVDWLVIDFWLRQ Increased attendance records
Political drivers ,QFUHDVHGSXEOLFVXSSRUW ,QFUHDVHGSULYDWHDQGSXEOLFinvestment
Transport operator 
agendas 6HUYLFHXVHUVDWLVIDFWLRQ
Decrease in cleaning costs; 
PLQLPL]HµRXWDJH¶WLPHRIUROOLQJ
stock
'HFUHDVHLQWKHLQVWDQFHVRI
JUDI¿WL
Emotional value
,QFUHDVHLQWKHHPRWLRQDO
FRQQHFWLRQWRDVSDFHSRVLWLYH
FRQQRWDWLRQV
Societal value ,QFUHDVHGFRPPXQLW\involvement Increased social interaction
Event-organizational 
value Increased attendance records Print and online media coverage
Table 1: Evolving table of indicators for diverse Centers of Value
frames, understandings of success might be headed by 
high attendance or participation numbers from an event, or 
by shares among certain social networks. Secondly, more 
expensive because less resource sharing is possible between 
diverse disciplines, departments or communities of interest, 
so the economic burden of particular actions is not shared. 
The fact that the triangles do not overlap each other betrays 
the fact that centers do not naturally cross between anti-
social and pro-social frames. By contrast, in a commons of 
]HS\LJLU[LYZ^ LZLLHTVYLLX\P[HISLZ[Y\J[\YL^ P[OPU^ OPJO
]HS\LJLU[LYZL_PZ[PSS\Z[YH[LK]PH[OLJPYJSL;OPZYLÅLJ[ZH
more open and agile negotiation of what is important for 
whom exactly and in what context, including dissimilar 
perspectives (expressed by the two triangles overlapping 
the circle). Next, we will start to expose opportunities for 
using a commons of value centers approach.
3.1  A Commons Tabled
This subsection starts to give form to the discussions on the 
JLU[LYZVM]HS\LMVYNYHɉ[PYLSH[LKWYHJ[PJLZHUKTHWZV\[
ZHTWSL PUKPJH[VYZ MVY OV^ LHJOTPNO[ KLÄUL ºZ\JJLZZ» VY
‘better’. Table 1 is an early iteration, which likely showcases 
the tip of an iceberg. Even in its current prototype form 
the table in itself already acts as a commons device, like a 
lens, making visible a number of the multiple value centers 
relating to value uncommissioned urban practices in a 
leveled manner. Among the variety of centers16 each hosts 
localized systems of meanings. The meaning of a paste-up 
[OH[HWWLHYZVU[OLZPKLVMHZOVWPZSPRLS`]LY`KPɈLYLU[MVY
the shop-owner who holds commercial value at the center, 
than for a passer-by who holds their emotional response at 
the center. Through such meanings, value is ascribed and the 
indicators of ‘success’ or ‘better’ are established. For a train 
BNYHɉ[PD^YP[LY [OL Z\JJLZZLZHUK^H`Z [V PUKPJH[L ZOHYL
[OLT^PSSILKPɈLYLU[[OHU[OVZLVMHQV\YUHSPZ[HJVTT\UP[`
safety professional, or an art dealer, for example. Each 
]HS\LJLU[LYKPɈLYLU[PH[LZ P[ZLSM MYVT[OL ºV[OLYZ»]HYPV\ZS`
establishing those others as peripheries from the position 
taken by that center. This does not however preclude the 
possibility for capturing or embracing multiple value centers 
and indicators, discussed further below regarding merged 
models. 
 
>OPJOSHYNLS`LTLYNLKMYVT[OL.YHɉ[P+PHSVN\LZHUK[OL
.YHɈVS\[PVUYLZLHYJO
Part of the point of a commons is that it can be resilient to 
adapt and reorganize as contesting and desirable priorities 
change. As will be discussed in this subsection, there are 
several cases where such inclusive steps have been taken 
and to cross or redress the pro-social and anti-social divide 
in constructive ways.
Merged models bring together diverse value centers 
IL[^LLU HJ[P]P[PLZ VM \YIHU THUHNLTLU[ HUK NYHɉ[P VY
urban creativity. They represent clusters of mixed, coexisting 
activities resulting from the wider commons portrayed in 
Figure 2. For example, combining open-walls with improved 
lighting, or greening with restorative justice practices, or 
painting opportunities with maintenance opportunities. 
;OL`JVTIPULKPZWHYH[L]HS\LZHUKLɈVY[ZHTVUNZWLJPÄJ
communities and contexts. Brighton, for example, maintain 
a hard-stance on what can be demonstrated as problematic 
among given areas or communities whilst staying far more 
agile to collaborate with, facilitate or leave space for street 
artists in other contexts. Such merged positions can involve 
TVYLLɉJPLU[TVYLHWWYVWYPH[LW\ISPJZWLUKPUN;OL`OLSW
TP[PNH[LHU[HNVUPZTZPUPKLU[PÄLKJVU[L_[Z^ OPSLZ\WWVY[PUN
T\S[PWSL[`WLZVMMHJPSP[H[LKVYNHUPaLKVYHɈVYKLKWLYTP[[LK
HJ[P]P[` ZLL 5VYTHU  ( .YHɈVS\[PVU PU[LY]PL^LL
describes the merged outlook in Brighton that both aims to 
JVU[YVSZWLJPÄJWYVISLTZPUHJLY[HPUJVU[L_[HUK[VILTVYL
open elsewhere:
We’re not in a position to have a fortress Brighton.  We can’t 
have gates and cameras everywhere. It wouldn’t resolve our 
WYVISLTZHUKP[^V\SKIYPUNHOVZ[VMV[OLY[OPUNZI\[P[ PZ
]LY`KPɉJ\S[Z[PSS[Y`PUN[V^ VYRVU[OH[BDVULVM[OLZ[YLUN[OZ
[here] is that the street art community do a lot of work with 
us and make a lot of the decisions for us and we can work 
with that and we can help it go in a positive direction. (AUK1, 
2014)
In the early 2000’s Brighton and Hove City Council started 
[V L]VS]L P[Z NYHɉ[P Z[YH[LN` MYVT JSLHUPUN VɈ HU` NYHɉ[P
and street art to making a distinction between disruptive 
HUK PUUV]H[P]L^VYRZ HUKLUJV\YHNPUNOPNOX\HSP[` HY[ ]PH
designated urban creativity areas and commissioned works 
(Leach and Baker, 2010). This decision was reached after 
experiencing degradation and unmanaged spaces during 
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[OL WYLJLKPUN KLJHKL )YPNO[VU PKLU[PÄLK HU VWWVY[\UP[`
[V PU]VS]L NYHɉ[P ^YP[LYZ PU H WYVJLZZ ^OPJO HPTLK H[
merging cultural, economic and crime prevention agendas. 
;OL*V\UJPS OHZ ZPUJL L_WSVYLK^H`Z [V^VYR^P[O NYHɉ[P
artists to revitalize degenerated spaces especially in the 
center of the city. Artists were given a number of prominent 
wall surfaces with the understanding that they would help 
THPU[HPU[OLT;OPZHWWYVHJOTHRLZLɈVY[[VYLJVNUPaLHUK
adhere to the centers of value represented by the Brighton 
and Hove City Council (by reducing maintenance costs) but 
also by those local artists (by giving over more space) and 
SVJHSYLZPKLU[ZHUKI\ZPULZZLZI`VɈLYPUN[OLWVZZPIPSP[`VM
commissioning work for themselves and of increased footfall 
in particular areas). 
;V NP]L HUV[OLY L_HTWSL ZWLHRPUN H[ H .YHɉ[P +PHSVN\LZ
workshop in Bristol, Ruth Essex (2011) describes: 
*V\UJPSZ HYL ]LY`KP]LYZL PUZ[P[\[PVUZ! 0 JHTL PU HZ HU HY[Z
VɉJLY^P[OV\[HU`[HYNL[ZPUT`QVIHIV\[JSLHUPUNVYJYPTL
YLK\J[PVU:V^OLU0^LU[PU[VJV\UJPSKPZJ\ZZPVUZ0PUP[PHSS`
found that our goals and targets were somewhat opposed to 
ZVTLVM[OLV[OLYKLWHY[TLU[Z0^HZ^VYRPUN^P[O^OVOHK
[OLPY^VYRNLULYH[LKI`JVTWSHPUHU[Z. 
:OLM\Y[OLYKLZJYPILZOV^ZOLJHTL[VÄUKOLYZLSM^VYRPUN
between artists, other citizens and diverse city departments 
HUKZSV^S`THUHNLK[VSPUR\WKPɈLYLU[HTIP[PVUZI\KNL[Z
and resources and support for actions to “[...] learn from the 
positive responses, and free up unused creative energy in 
the city” (2011).
At a municipal level, or that of property management or 
place creation, with a merged model multiple drivers are 
accommodated, seeking to serve diverse agendas and 
encourage more astute and more contextually relevant 
JVUJLW[Z MVY YLZWVUZL .YHɈVS\[PVU J ;OPZ TLHUZ
^OLYL MVY L_HTWSL JLU[LYZ JHU HWWLHY [V JVUÅPJ[ ^P[O
multiple desirable outcomes, it is still possible to develop 
artistic or strategic responses from across these and 
hear, and account for, multiple voices in a single space. 
In the next section we will explore a selection of possible 
M\[\YL [VVSZ LU]PZHNLK K\YPUN [OL .YHɈVS\[PVU WYVQLJ[
that have the potential to cater for multiplex ties in 
[OL JVU[L_[Z VM NYHɉ[P Z[YLL[ HY[ HUK \YIHU JYLH[P]P[ ` 
 
3.3 Future tools
We posit a small sample of tools and approaches where 
multiple indicators, measures, centers of value and 
understanding of success can be accommodated more 
VWLUS` HUK TVYL LX\P[HIS`17. Throughout the research 
JHYYPLKV\[PU[OLJVU[L_[ZVM[OL.YHɉ[P+PHSVN\LZ5L[^VYR
.YHɉ[P :LZZPVUZ HUK .YHɈVS\[PVU V\Y LUNHNLTLU[Z HUK
collaborations have included some self-proclaimed vandals 
who are very open, as well as some self-proclaimed artists 
who hold their priorities very close to their chests. We have 
also encountered individuals in cultural, commercial and 
governmental organizations who would apparently prefer far 
greater shifts in legal and urban strategies, and more creative 
actions than they are able to implement right now. These 
voices plus other communities and urban scholars consulted 
.YHɈVS\[PVUIOH]L[VNL[OLYSLK\Z[VZLLHTVTLU[VM
change - and we think, opportunity - at many levels for urban 
creativity and uncommissioned visual practices. The notion 
of a commons is about bringing peripheries into clearer view 
for those who wittingly or unwittingly miss the point being 
made by some, and it is about allowing others to evolve 
their own centers of value, ideas and practices by increasing 
L_WVZ\YL[VKPɈLYLUJL;OPZJHUOHWWLU[OYV\NO^ PKLY]LYIHS
debates but importantly also through the inclusion of urban 
practice as part of the same open discourse. Emergent ideas 
KPZJ\ZZLKHUKLUJV\U[LYLKK\YPUN[OL.YHɈVS\[PVUYLZLHYJO
included:
- Multi-agenda feedback tools: These are resources that 
X\LZ[PVU^OVPZILPUNZLY]LKI`^OH[HJ[PVUZVYYLZWVUZLZ
HUK ^OV KLÄULZ ºZ\JJLZZ» MVY L_HTWSL ^P[OPU H NP]LU
NYHɉ[PYLSH[LKZJLUHYPV;OL`HSZVX\LZ[PVU^OH[^V\SKILZ[
indicate reduced attrition, reduced antagonisms, or other 
improvements for each actor (initiator, collaborator, victim 
VY ILULÄJPHY` ;OL .YHɈVS\[PVU WSH[MVYT PZ ILNPUUPUN [V
prototype one version of this through its aggregated ratings 
Z`Z[LT MV\UK OLYL O[[W!^^ ^NYHɈVS\[PVUL\YLZWVUK
YLZWVUZLÄUKLY(JJLZZLK4HYJO
- Valuometers: These are live and connected visualizations 
of issues or actions, shown according to diverse indicators 
as illustrated in Table 1, or according to wide-ranging actor 
 
:LL.YHɈVS\[PVUI
group perspectives (e.g. registered users can feedback once 
they select the actor group which best represents them).
- Intervention mixer: This is a toolkit that helps combine 
PU[LY]LU[PVUZ[VMVYT\UPX\LHUKJVU[L_[ZWLJPÄJZ[YH[LNPLZ
This toolkit would present mixes unconstrained by value 
centers. For example, it may combine a street art event 
with CCTV monitoring where videos/live stream is shared 
via social media making an event more recognized or 
form discussions on CCTV monitoring of public space, 
transparency or civil rights. 
 
- Visual Data Aggregator 4J(\SPɈL!;OPZPZHWSH[MVYT
that combines and collects images as visual value indicators 
VM NYHɉ[P WVZP[P]L VY ULNH[P]L MYVT ]HYPV\Z JOHUULSZ 
council cleaning teams, cleaning contractors, residents, 
[V\YPZ[Z^YP[LYZHUKHY[PZ[Z7OV[VNYHWOZI`KPɈLYLU[HJ[VYZ
HJYVZZKPɈLYLU[ KH[HIHZLZ HUK ZVJPHS UL[^VYRPUN Z`Z[LTZ
can thereby be brought together. This aggregator acts as a 
TVYLHJJ\YH[LYLÅLJ[PVUVM[OLT\S[PWSLWVZP[P]LHUKULNH[P]L
PTWHJ[ZVMNYHɉ[PHJ[P]P[`HUKHSSV^ZHYHUNLVM]HS\LZ[VIL
collected through the visual medium rather than just negative 
]HS\LZJVTPUNPU[OYV\NONYHɉ[POV[SPULZ
These represent a fractional sample from wider and evolving 
sets of possibilities (including but not limited to those 
TLU[PVULK PU.YHɈVS\[PVU I ;OL` HYL VM JV\YZL `L[
to be proven in terms of their capacity to open out the 
commons of value centers discussed. Nonetheless, they 
can act as prototypes - prototypes towards new innovations 
in how uncommissioned visual and creative urban practices 
are contested. 
To our knowledge, very few people ask for practices like 
NYHɉ[P [VIL SLNHSPaLKWLYZL9H[OLY [OLJHSSZ^LOLHYHYL
for more publics to have voices that can be heard in more 
LX\P[HISL^H`Z PU YLZWLJ[ VM [OL YPJOS` WVS`OLKYHS ]HS\LZ
YLZWVUZLZ HUK HJ[PVUZ HYV\UK NYHɉ[P :THSS H[[LTW[Z
to uncover and innovate in the commons of this terrain 
might enable the strategies and tactics of policy and urban 
THUHNLTLU[ [V ÄUK NYLH[LY MYLLKVT [V ZWLUK SLZZ [OL`
have to) while authentically achieving and serving more.
4. Conclusion
(J[PVUZ [V WYVTV[L HɈVYK VY PTWHPY PUZ[HUJLZ VM NYHɉ[P
Z[YLL[HY[HUK\YIHUJYLH[P]P[`YLÅLJ[WLYZVUHSWLYZWLJ[P]LZ
collective priorities or professional positions, which each 
assume particular forms for attributing, hearing and 
expressing ‘value’. As discussed above, those value 
attributions - centers and peripheries - are closely related 
to who is being served and who is not. Centering value 
on a single principle forces other values into periphery, 
and can hinder new opportunities for open ‘successes’ 
(i.e. serving more of the communities that they impact). In 
response, a commons-approach reveals multiple chances to 
prototype new alternatives that enable diverse experiences, 
specialisms, interests or practices to exchange, contest and 
JVSSHIVYH[LLHJOPUKPɈLYLU[^H`ZI\[^P[OPUHUHJJLZZPISL
common of communication and space. These are chances to: 
- ‘Hear’ more diversely, to increase inclusivity through urban 
and creative practices (Gamman and Thorpe, July 2014). 
- Design space for unusual collaborations to happen.
 
- Increase appropriateness in resource-allocation.
 
- Reduce public or societal spending on matters that do not 
warrant spending on courts, cops and corrections.
 
- Reduce unnecessary criminalization of uncommissioned 
visual urban practitioners (Essex, 2011). 
 
7VVSLɈVY[HUKYLZV\YJLPU]LZ[TLU[IL[^LLUKP]LYZL
stakeholders and agendas.
 
- Widen the palettes accessible for both the debates and 
the visual practices of urban commons.
 
- Evolve (mature) our collective lexicon of responses to 
PUMVYTHS\YIHUWYHJ[PJLZZ\JOHZNYHɉ[P
This article has sought to break down some surface 
oppositions of center and periphery, and to identify direction 
for incumbent and emerging opportunities, such as those 
HIV]L;OLZLYLÅLJ[JOHUJLZ[VYLKLZPNU[OL^H`Z[OH[^L
understand what ‘better’ might look like when we include 
T\S[PWSL JLU[LYZ VM ]HS\L PU JVU[L_[Z VM NYHɉ[P Z[YLL[ HY[
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and related practices. In this terrain of activity we can see 
glimpses of a new commons, where value centers can 
exchange, co-exist, or contest as adversaries in open, visual 
and generative dialogue, rather than as enemies in spatial 
stalemate. Through future tools that can expose actors 
in this context to diverse values and understandings of 
success, we may increase the chances for people to have 
HTVYLU\HUJLK]PL^VMNYHɉ[PHUKV[OLYJYLH[P]LWYHJ[PJLZ
PU \YIHUW\ISPJ ZWHJL(SS VM [OPZ VM JV\YZL [HRLZLɈVY[ [V
create, to innovate, to hear, to have a go. Importantly also, 
it takes willingness to fail, willingness to be surprised and 
willingness to be open about the changes we each want to 
see. 
List of tables
Table 1: Evolving table of indicators for diverse Centers of 
Value
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Fig. 1. Leurs & Rezaei - Social Innovation Value Canvas
Fig. 2. An exploration of frames of value.
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